
MYP/3D Science Unit Planner

Marietta City Schools

Grade & Course: 10th Grade Biology Topic: Patterns of Heredity Duration: 6 weeks

Teachers: Hunter Fisher, Heather Glazebrook, Mariah Sappington, Uswa Jadoon, Lisa Smith, Rosemary Kamau, O’Neal McRunells,
Amber Carr,  Zakayo Ruoro, Alvin Tremble

Georgia Standards and Content:
SB1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to analyze the nature of the relationships between structures and functions
in living cells.
b. Develop and use models to explain the role of cellular reproduction (including binary fission, mitosis, and meiosis) in maintaining
genetic continuity.
SB2. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to analyze how genetic information is expressed in cells.
b. Construct an argument based on evidence to support the claim that inheritable genetic variations may result from:  new genetic
combinations through meiosis (crossing over, nondisjunction);  non-lethal errors occurring during replication (insertions, deletions,
substitutions); and/or heritable mutations caused by environmental factors (radiation, chemicals, and viruses).
SB3. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to analyze how biological traits are passed on to successive generations.
a. Use Mendel’s laws (segregation and independent assortment) to ask questions and define problems that explain the role of
meiosis in reproductive variability.
b. Use mathematical models to predict and explain patterns of inheritance. (Clarification statement: Students should be able to use
Punnett squares (monohybrid and dihybrid crosses) and/or rules of probability, to analyze the following inheritance patterns:
dominance, codominance, incomplete dominance.)
c. Construct an argument to support a claim about the relative advantages and disadvantages of sexual and asexual reproduction.
SB6. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to assess the theory of evolution.
d. Develop and use mathematical models to support explanations of how undirected genetic changes in natural selection and
genetic drift have led to changes in populations of organisms. (Clarification statement: Element is intended to focus on basic
statistical and graphic analysis. Hardy Weinberg would be an optional application to address this element.)

Narrative / Background Information

Prior Student Knowledge: (REFLECTION – PRIOR TO TEACHING THE UNIT)
S7L1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to investigate the diversity of living organisms and how they can be
compared scientifically.
b. Evaluate historical models of how organisms were classified based on physical characteristics and how that led to the six kingdom
system (currently archaea, bacteria, protists, fungi, plants, and animals). (Clarification statement: This includes common examples
and characteristics such as, but not limited to, prokaryotic, eukaryotic, unicellular, multicellular, asexual reproduction, sexual
reproduction, autotroph, heterotroph, and unique cell structures. Modern classification will be addressed in high school.)
S7L3. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to explain how organisms reproduce either sexually or asexually and
transfer genetic information to determine the traits of their offspring.
a. Construct an explanation supported with scientific evidence of the role of genes and chromosomes in the process of inheriting a
specific trait.
b. Develop and use a model to describe how asexual reproduction can result in offspring with identical genetic information while
sexual reproduction results in genetic variation. (Clarification statement: Models could include, but are not limited to, the use of
monohybrid Punnett squares to demonstrate the heritability of genes and the resulting genetic variation, identification of
heterozygous and homozygous, and comparison of genotype vs. phenotype.) c. Ask questions to gather and synthesize information
about the ways humans influence the inheritance of desired traits in organisms through selective breeding. (Clarification statement:
The element specifically addresses artificial selection and the ways in which it is fundamentally different from natural selection.)
c. Ask questions to gather and synthesize information about the ways humans influence the inheritance of desired traits in organisms
through selective breeding. (Clarification statement: The element specifically addresses artificial selection and the ways in which it is
fundamentally different from natural selection.)
S7L5. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information from multiple sources to explain the
theory of evolution of living organisms through inherited characteristics.
a. Use mathematical representations to evaluate explanations of how natural selection leads to changes in specific traits of
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populations over successive generations.
(Clarification statement: Referencing data should be obtained from multiple sources
including, but not limited to, existing research and simulations. Students should be able to
calculate means, represent this data in a table or graph, and reference it when explaining the
principles of natural selection.)
b. Construct an explanation based on evidence that describes how genetic variation and environmental factors influence the
probability of survival and reproduction of a species.

Year-Long Anchoring Phenomena: (LEARNING PROCESS)
Sickle cell is a heritable genetic mutation that evolved in response to interactions in ecosystems.

Unit Phenomena (LEARNING PROCESS)
Non-identical twin siblings do not look like each other or their parents.

MYP Inquiry Statement:
Scientists in the field of genetics are still learning new information about how heredity works; the study of heredity occurs in
laboratories all over the world.

MYP Global Context:

Scientific and Technological Innovation

Approaches to Learning Skills: ***

COMMUNICATION: Communication Skills
SOCIAL: Collaboration Skills

Disciplinary Core Ideas:
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)

Sexual Reproduction (binary fission,
mitosis, meiosis)
Karyotypes
Chromosomal Mutations
Mendel’s Laws
Hardy Wienberg (optional)
Dihybrid Crosses
Non-Mendelian Genetics
Biodiversity & Patterns in Selection

Crosscutting Concepts: ***
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)

Patterns

Cause and Effect

Scale, Proportion, and Quantity

MYP Key and Related Concepts: **
Select one Key Concept:
Patterns (Related)

System (Key)

GADOE Achievement Level Descriptors for Biology

Disciplinary Core Content: patterns of inheritance
Focus Science & Engineering Practices: developing and using models; constructing explanations, use mathematical models
Focus Crosscutting Concepts: patterns, cause and effect, structure and function

Refer to the Georgia Standards & Content outlined on page 1 of the unit planner.

The beginning learner
can…

identify features in the
structures of DNA and;

recognize that genetic
variations may result from

The developing learner can…

recognize that the structures
of DNA and RNA lead to the
expression of information
within the cell via the
processes of replication,
transcription, and translation;

The proficient learner can…

construct an explanation of
how the structures of DNA
and RNA lead to the
expression of information
within the cell via the
processes of replication,

The distinguished learner can…

refine an explanation of how the
structures of DNA and RNA lead
to the expression of information
within the cell via the processes
of replication, transcription, and
translation;
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new genetic combinations
through meiosis;

identify considerations
related to the use of
biotechnology in forensics,
medicine, and agriculture;

recognize examples of
Mendel’s laws;

identify general patterns of
inheritance;

communicate that there are
advantages and
disadvantages of sexual and
asexual reproduction

provide examples of
inheritable genetic variations
that may result from new
genetic combinations through
meiosis;

gather and communicate
information about the use
and ethical considerations of
biotechnology in forensics,
medicine, and agriculture;

describe Mendel’s laws and
recognize how they can be
used to explain the role of
meiosis in reproductive
variability;

determine how models can
be used to explain patterns of
inheritance;

describe the advantages and
disadvantages of sexual and
asexual reproduction;

transcription, and
translation;

construct an argument
based on evidence to
support the claim that
inheritable genetic
variations may result from
new genetic combinations
through meiosis (crossing
over, nondisjunction);
nonlethal errors occurring
during replication
(insertions, deletions,
substitutions); and/or
heritable mutations caused
by environmental factors
(radiation, chemicals,
viruses);

ask questions to gather and
communicate information
about the use and ethical
considerations of
biotechnology in forensics,
medicine, and agriculture;

use Mendel’s laws
(segregation and
independent assortment) to
ask questions and define
problems that explain the
role of meiosis in
reproductive variability;

use mathematical models
to predict and explain
patterns of inheritance;

analyze an argument based on
evidence to support the claim
that inheritable genetic
variations may result from new
genetic combinations through
meiosis; non-lethal errors
occurring during replication;
and/or heritable mutations
caused by environmental
factors;

refine questions used to gather
and communicate information
about the use and ethical
considerations of biotechnology
in forensics, medicine, and
agriculture;

use Mendel’s laws to answer
questions and solve problems
related to the role of meiosis in
reproductive variability;

analyze mathematical models
used to predict and explain
patterns of inheritance;

refine an argument to support a
claim about the relative
advantages and disadvantages
of sexual and asexual
reproduction;
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Possible Preconceptions/Misconceptions: (REFLECTION – PRIOR TO TEACHING THE UNIT)
Students may think that Mendel’s Law of dominance is the only pattern of inheritance, and they may not understand that 50% of an
offspring’s DNA comes from mom and the other 50% from dad, even if you look more like one parent over the other.
Mutations can be genetic or environmental- students often don’t know that there are environmental causes of DNA mutations,
which in turn can cause diseases such as cancer.
Natural selection is NOT the Lamarckian way of inheritance, though many have that misconception from being taught about giraffe
neck length as an example of evolution.
There is more than one form of asexual reproduction- binary fission is not the only way to asexually reproduce. Sexual reproduction
can be internal or external, and many organisms can perform both sexual and asexual reproduction. There are many unique and
interesting methods of reproduction other than what is commonly thought of in terms of sexual and asexual reproduction. Students
may think that the genotype of one generation of offspring will affect the genotypes of future offspring. Students may think that
dominant traits are more prevalent and/or they are more advantageous to have in a population.

Key Vocabulary: (KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
Mitosis, meiosis, chromosome, sister chromatid, prophase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase, cytokinesis, metaphase plate/equator,
poles, spindle fibers, centriole, centromere, daughter cells, synthesis, interphase, Gap 1, Gap 2, haploid, diploid, homologous
chromosomes, allele, gene locus, nondisjunction, karyotype, mutation, deletion, insertion, frameshift mutation, substitution, point
mutation, genetic continuity, sexual reproduction, gamete, sperm, egg, crossing over, genotype, phenotype, Mendel’s law of
dominance, Mendel’s law of segregation, Mendel’s law of independent assortment, asexual reproduction, binary fission, offspring,
punnett square, dihybrid cross, homozygous dominant, homozygous recessive, heterozygous, incomplete dominance, codominance,
true-breeding, probability, pedigree, carrier, genetic drift, natural selection.

Inquiry Questions:

Factual: What are the stages of meiosis? What type of reproduction results in genetic variation? What type of reproduction is an
advantage when you need to increase the population numbers quickly? What type of reproduction involves genetic material from
two parents? What type of reproduction involves genetic material from only one parent? During what phase of meiosis does
crossing over occur? During what phase of meiosis does nondisjunction occur? What type of inheritance does blood type follow?

Conceptual: How does a malfunction in meiosis (nondisjunction) lead to genetic disorders in organisms? How can karyotypes be
useful in determining genetic changes in an organism? How does meiosis lead to variation in a population? How does meiosis help
maintain genetic continuity in a population?  What are the disadvantages and advantages of asexual reproduction?What are the
disadvantages and advantages of sexual reproduction? How do punnett squares tell the probability of the genotypes and
phenotypes of offspring? How does crossing over help to encourage evolution within a population? How is it possible that an
offspring can have a 3rd and different phenotype than either of the parent phenotypes? If two heterozygous parents are crossed,
and the F1 generation is 25% homozygous recessive, what are the chances that the same parents will produce another homozygous
recessive offspring in a different cross?  How do the daughter cells compare to the parent cell in meiosis?

Debatable: Do environmental or genetic factors cause mutations that result in more diversity in a population?

MYP Objectives Summative assessment

Sciences

Sciences

Design

Design

Common Summative Assessments

CFA Growth and Heredity

Growth and Heredity Summative

Common Assessments

MYP A:  Short answer on summative (genetics)

Relationship between summative
assessment task(s)  and statement of
inquiry:

The CFAs are check-in’s to determine
student progress as we move through
the unit. This data informs the teacher
who needs to be accelerated, who is
keeping up, and who needs
remediation before moving forward.

The summative assessments serve to
test student knowledge of living
systems in terms of structures of
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organisms and how they are classified
based on their structure.

Unit Objectives:

Learning
Activities and
Experiences

Inquiry & Obtain:
(LEARNING PROCESS)

Evaluate:
(LEARNING PROCESS)

Communicate:
(LEARNING PROCESS)

Week 1: Phenomenon: Meiosis
Siblings look different from
each other even if they have
the same parents

Gather information from
various resources regarding
patterns of inheritance.

1. Discussion and guided notes (if
scaffolding needed) on meiosis

2. Compare and contrast mitosis
and meiosis using a graphic
organizer

3. Meiosis Pogil to allow students
to work in collaborative groups
to understand the process of
meiosis

Modeling Meiosis Lab Activity
● with pink and blue cut out

chromosomes
● with pool noodles

Students will work in collaborative
groups to model the process of
meiosis.  They will be able to
communicate the process to each
other and their teacher.

Week 2: Gather information from
various resources regarding
Meiosis and karyotypes

1. Discussion on karyotype and
nondisjunction and guided
notes (if needed) on
karyotypes and nondisjunction

2. Practice Karyotype Analysis
powerpoint.  Students will be
shown different karyotypes
and on white boards must
write if their sex and if they
are norma. or abnormal.  Must
also include type of
abnormality.

Students will use the chromosome
kits to create a karyotype model  of
their patient.  They will be able to
determine if it is abnormal or normal
and also the sex.  Students will then
research the disorder and present it
to the class.

Optional Online Activity
http://www.biology.arizona.edu/hum
an_bio/activities/karyotyping/karyoty
ping.html

Optional Genetics Disorder and
Karyotyping Project.  Students will
work individually to research a genetic
disorder.  In the report a karyotype
must be included along with a
description of the karyotype.
Students will be given a list of
disorders to choose from.
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Week 3 & 4: Phenomenon:
Mendelian Genetics:
Two little people are having a
baby.  Can the baby be
normal sized?

Gather information from
various resources regarding
Monohybrid Genetics

Mendelian Genetics:
Guided notes and discussions on
mendelian genetics.  Includes multiple
visuals to support academic language.

Students will use whiteboards or write
on their desks to solve genetic
problems using punnett squares.

Academic Vocabulary support with
interactive word wall, foldables, and
graphic organizers.

Varying Activities to practice Mendelian
Genetics:  Popsicle babies, plastic egg
genetics, phenotype baby lab (with
coin), genetics with a smile

CER Activity
Claim - Scientists can use genetic
information from parents to
successfully predict the phenotype of
their offspring.

Blue People of Kentucky
Students will first gather information
about the blue people of Kentucky
through a video.  Next they will be
given a pedigree of the Kentucky
families.  They must then complete a
CER to show if the trait for blue skin is
dominant or recessive.  They must be
able to communicate their reasoning
to the class and/or teacher.

Week 5: Phenomenon:  Incomplete
Dominance
Pink snapdragons can
produce offspring that are
red, pink, and white.

Phenomenon: Codominance
Erminette chickens may
produce black, white, and
black and white chickens.

Phenomenon:
If you are given the wrong
type of blood in a transfusion
you will die.

Gather information from
various resources regarding
non mendelian genetics

Class discussion on phenomenons and

what happens when Mendel’s laws are

not followed.  Guided notes and ppt on

non mendelian genetics.  Includes

multiple visuals for academic support.

Practice problems embedded into the

ppt and notes.  Problems will be

scaffolded to begin with more basic

problems and lead to more complex

problems.

Practice problems.

Students can perform a modeling lab

with beads (alleles)  and laminated

punnett squares.  Pictures of

phenotypes will be provided.

Codominance Lab with Blood Typing:
Blood Typing Lab:  Students will work
in collaborative groups to determine a
scenario with blood type.

● Who’s the father?
● Murder Mystery.

Students will be given synthetic blood
and be able to determine blood types.
They will either be investigating a
crime scene or figuring out a paternity
scenario.  They must complete a CER
at the end of their investigation and
share their claim with the class.

Week 6: Phenomenon: Biodiversity
Birds of Paradise

Students will gather
information about the birds
of paradise (the biodiversity
and adaptations) from the
Birds of Paradise cornell lab
website
http://www.birdsofparadisep
roject.org/
and also watch a video
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=YTR21os8gTA

Class discussion on biodiversity to

include genetic diversity, species

diversity, and ecosystem diversity.

Guided notes and graphic organizer will

be provided if needed.

Modeling Biodiversity:  Students will be

placed into groups and each group will

get a bag of materials that represent a

biome.  They will have to sort and

organize their “organisms” and

determine the level of biodiversity for

their terrain.  The class will post their

results and there will be a class

discussion.

Students will complete HHMI Lizard

phylogeny evolution.  This includes

descriptions of the lizards body types,

their habitat, and DNA sequencing.

Using this information they will

investigate biodiversity, genetics, and

evolution.

https://www.biointeractive.org/sites/

default/files/Lizard-Phylogeny-Teacher

.pdf

When finished students will complete

a poster that shows the connections

of the topics and share with the class.
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Analysis questions will be completed

on whiteboards and the teacher will

choose groups to go over their

answers with the class.

Resources (hyperlink to model lessons and/or resources): (click here for description)

All resources are available on schoology.

Reflection: Considering the planning, process and impact of the inquiry

Prior to teaching the unit During teaching After teaching the unit

Students struggle with vocabulary. They do well
with the punnett squares as it relates to math. The
content is engaging, however, meiosis is difficult.

To address the struggles, students will model and
practice the vocabulary and meiosis.

(click here) (click here)
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